
ENZYME ASSAYS GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Difficulties to define general standards for enzyme assays with the example of .. In principle all substances essential for
the catalytic reaction, like substrates or.

Here, the rate is limited by the total enzyme concentration, and the number of substrate molecules an enzyme
converts into product per given time, also known as kcat. Control Factors When assaying enzyme activity
many factors are considered to ensure proper results. SF:  The rate at which an enzyme removes DNA lesions,
or damages, can be measured using fluorescent molecular beacons, which only fluoresce when bound to
unique DNA sequences. However, with the development of new technologies, there is increasing interest in
the use of label-free cellular assays that utilize biophysical detection methods [ 26 - 28 ]. Amplified assay of
alkaline phosphatase using flavin-adenine dinucleotide phosphate as substrate. Since reactions are reversible,
products of the reaction can often inhibit the enzyme by binding the active site. Most enzymes function
between a pH of 6 and 8; however pepsin in the stomach works best at a pH of 2 and trypsin at a pH of 8.
Enzyme activity can also be given as that of certain standardized substrates, such as gelatin , then measured in
gelatin digesting units GDU , or milk proteins, then measured in milk clotting units MCU. Dynamic range
Will the levels of the molecule fall within the dynamic range of the assay? Since radioactive isotopes can
allow the specific labelling of a single atom of a substrate, these assays are both extremely sensitive and
specific. These assays are typically performed by mixing an enzyme and substrate solution in a controlled
environment. A control factor must be measured while conducting enzyme assays in order to ensure accurate
calculations. The initial rate experiment is the simplest to perform and analyze, being relatively free from
complications such as back-reaction and enzyme degradation. These experiments are more difficult to perform
than either of the above two classes because they require specialist techniques such as flash photolysis of
caged compounds or rapid mixing such as stopped-flow , quenched flow or continuous flow. They can also be
extracted from cells and then used to catalyse a wide range of commercially important processes. For
non-enzyme controls, buffers are used in place of enzymes. If you are interested in contributing a manuscript
or suggesting a topic, please leave us feedback. The disadvantage of a continuous assay is that only one
reaction can be measured at a time, but the advantage is the convenience of easily measurable reaction rates.
Specific activity is a measure of enzyme processivity the capability of enzyme to be processed , at a specific
usually saturating substrate concentration, and is usually constant for a pure enzyme. Thus, the greater the
reproducibility precision of the assay, and hence the lower the SD of experimental readings, the more
discriminating the assay will be. Dixon, M. Sensitivity How sensitive does the assay need to be? The amount
of substrate consumed is determined by comparing the measured absorbance to the standard curve. These
assays are very general, since many reactions involve some change in heat and with use of a microcalorimeter,
not much enzyme or substrate is required. If you were to use an assay measuring activity for one second, it
would give high activity at high temperatures, however if you were to use an assay measuring product
formation over an hour, it would give you low activity at these temperatures. Protein Cell. Biochemistry, 3rd
ed. The key point is, no matter what assay format is adopted, to be alert to potential sources of interference and
ways of eliminating or minimising their impact on the assay. Extracellular enzymatic activity of these
materials can then be characterized using enzyme assays. Dialysis is often used to remove enzyme inhibitors.
The turnover number can be visualized as the number of times each enzyme molecule carries out its catalytic
cycle per second. A molecular assembly phase transition and kinetic proofreading modulate Ras activation by
SOS. When an enzyme is mixed with a large excess of the substrate, the enzyme-substrate intermediate builds
up in a fast initial transient. Instead of cleavage at a specific site generating a signal, cleavage at any site
within the peptide will now give rise to a signal.


